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Miss-ed MSU
Lovett fire damage sparks
SGA to cancel annual pageant
BY jENNIFER W OHLLEB
SENIOII STAff WRITER

The latest casualty of this sul111Per's Fine Arts Annex fire
is the Miss Murray State pageant.
On Feb. 22, the Student Government Association canceled
what would have been the 25th pageant because of fire damage to Lovett Auditorium and delays in its reopening.
The pageant, originally set for March 25, was postponed
earlier this semester until April 8 when pageant coordinator
Amy Nesbitt was informed Lovett would reopen Aprill. But
organizers still feared Lovett would not be ready in time.
Student activities coordinator Jeannie Morgan said they
canceled the pageant now because "we didn't want the (contestants) to work so hard only to be told at the last minute it
was canceled. And we didn't want them to buy dresses and
then not be able to use them."
Nesbitt said they looked in~o renting another auditorium
but nothing fit their needs.
"' checked around locally," she said. "Calloway County
High School didn't have the right facilities. It was too small
and there were no dressing rooms.
"It would be impossible to p1,1t. together in Racer Arena. It
would have put us way out of budget. There's no curtains, no
backdrop. It was just the wrong atmosphere."
She said they could have used Robert E. Johnson Theater,
but it only seats 344 people. Nesbitt said after complimentary tickets were given to sponsors and local dignitaries and
See PAGEANT/14
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Students lainent soft
•
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VOICe ID college ID.odel
RHA hears
residential
prop9sal
BY KELLY M ENSER
EDITOR IN CHIEF

Dual-sex housing and the
lack of opportunity for student
input. dominated discussion
Tuesday when University officials addressed the residential
college system at the Residence
Hall Association meeting.
Don Robertson, associate vice
president for student affairs,
and Paula Hulick, director of
housing, joined more than 30
hall council representatives
and resident advisers at the
question-and-answer session in
Hart Hall Coffeehouse.
Robertson, who has visited
other institutions with the residential college system, such as
Yale, distributed a summary of

the model and explained its
intent: "to break down the larger institution. ... to create an
atmosphere of more interaction
- more involvement - and
develop more attachment to the
University," which should
enhance retention rates and
recruitment efforts.
This will be attempted by creating seven residential colleges, each of which will serve
800 to 900 students.
The residence hall will be the
center of the model, as each
building houses approximately
300 students. Commuters and
other students who live off
campus will comprise the
remaining contingency in each
college. Participation in college
activities is voluntary for all
members of a college.
Five residence halls will
serve as individual residential
colleges. Each of the other two
colleges will consist of two
halls. Elizabeth Hall, which is
proposed to be the only singleSee RHA/14
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HODGE-PODGE IN THE QUAD

fights prior
restraint
BY jENNIFER W OHLLEB
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

2)' t..
IJae ~

Andy Lee/Gues1

Although st ude nts o ften head home for the weekend, Je sse Hodge, co m puter assistance coordinator for the College of Industry and T echno logy,
retu rned to campus Sunday with his fa mily. The plush grass served as Na ture's carpet for Hodge , his wife, Sally, and childre n, Alex a nd Ka tie.

Efforts to block yearbook distribution and
4'
~
require the student _,0
newspaper
to
be IC
•
reviewed before publication have started a First Amendment battle at
Kentucky State University.
Distribution of the 1993-94 Annual Thorobred,
printed at t he cost of $12,000 from student activity fees, was prohibited in a memo from Betty
Gibson, vice president of student affairs to yearbook and newspaper adviser Laura Cullen.
Administrators contend they are trying to
improve the quality of both the newspaper and
yearbook, not censor them. However, Cullen said
she considers yearbook confiscation to be a form
of censorship.
Cullen has advised The Thorobred newspaper
staff to publish without consulting the Student
Publications Review Board. She was reprimanded for refusing to submit the Jan 19 edition.
She said the review order was a condition of
her reinstatement as adviser. Cullen, KSU's only
journalism professor, was removed from her position in early December, but was reinstated Dec.
See

KSU/14

Lady bugs, exterminators swarm Hester, Elizabeth
BY MICHAf:L D. ) OHNSON
ASSISTANT COU£0E LIFE EDITOR

The invasion has begun as lady
bugs have swarmed the Muray State
residence halls recently.
Steve White, associate professor of
biological sciences said this is typical;
lady bugs are common in the area.

Lee Townsend, entomologist for the
University of Kentucky, identified the
lady bug as Harmonia axyridis.
"The critter has no specific common
name and at UK we refer to it as a
'Halloween beetle' because it can
have up to 19 well-defined orange
spots on its black body," he said.
''It was introduced in the United

News

States from East Asia and Siberia,
The unwelcomed guests are most
prevalent in Hester and Elizabeth
but was not detected until the 1980s.
It was first detected in Kentucky
· halls.
three years ago in Hickman County,"
Emily Crick, freshman from
30 miles from Callow~y County.
Nortonville and Hester resident, said
Lady bugs swarm in groups from
she dislikes the lady bugs flying into
100 to 1000 at a time, and Townsend
her room.
"They come in and fly around my
believes that winter weather draws
room and die in the window seal,"
them to buildings.

Campus bulletin boards help ease
students' financial and
finger woes with ads
for student typing.
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Boards attract business

Crick said. "I think that it's awful."
The Housing Office sprayed· for lady
bugs Feb. 24 in Hester and Elizabeth
halls. David Blackburn, associate
director of Housing, said remaining
bugs should disperse on their own.
"We are holding our breath that we
don't have to spray again," Blackburn
said.

Greek decline

Racers ready for tourney

The number of rushees decreased
this semester, causing
mixed emotions concerning deferred rush.

8

~
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A~er fi1hve Rconsecutiv~ season-end
wms, t e acers asp1re

to the NCAA at the

2bfl1~ OVC tournament.
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Festival auditions scheduled
Auditions will be held for the seventh annual West Kentucky
Playwrights Festival beginning at 7 p.m. Monday and Tuesday
at the Playhouse in the Park.
The directors will look for 37 actors, male and female, ranging
from age 8 up. Besides the three fully produced plays for the festival, the directors will also be casting for six staged readings to
be presented during the festival.
"The West Kentucky Playwrights Festival is unique in the fact
that it is a good place for people who have never acted before to
become acquainted with the otage, as well as an opportunity for
veteran actors to have an outlet," said Constance Alexander,
WKP Artistic Director. "We also need many volunteers for the
festival, including people to run props, build sets, stage manage,
run box office, etc. We welcome newcomers."
Auditioners will be given script segments and asked to read
for a variety of parts. From these readings, the participants will
be selected to appear in the plays. Those cast in parts will be
notified as soon as possible.
Dates of the festival are April21-23 and 28-30.
For more information, call 759-1752.

Engineering info session set
An information session on the University's new Engineering
Articulation Agreement with the University of Louisville will be
held at 7 p.m. Thursday in the Barkley Room of the Curris
Center.
Faculty involved in the engineering physics program will be
present to explain details of the agreement, which allows
Murray State graduates to apply approximately 100 hours of
their undergraduate degree toward an engineering degree at U
ofL's Speed Scientific School.

Novelist to read at Pogue
Fiction writer Brent Spencer will read from his first novel, The
Lost Son, at 7:30 p.m. Monday in the main reading room of the
Pogue Library, to be followed by a reception at the Faculty Club.
The Lost Son is an exploration of a fractured nuclear family
set in the rugged farming and mining country of northeastern
Pennsylvania. According to Kirkus Reviews, Spencer "achieves
what most debut writers merely attempt: He gives personal
experience universal meaning and makes small-town tragedy
profound." Spencer "is like Raymond Carver with a funnybone,"
editor Tim Brent has noted. "The book's about working-class
people, but there's also an expansiveness and a Mark Twain
style of humor, and a sense of the open road that almost recalls
Kerouac."
Spencer grew up in northeastern Pennsylvania, received an
M.F.A. from the University oflowa and a Ph.D. from Penn
State. He has won the James Michener Award from the Iowa
Writers Workshop, an "Editor's Choice" Award for an Atlantic
Monthly short story and a Wallace Stegner Fellowship from
Stanford University. He currently directs the Creative Writing
Program at Creighton University in Omaha, Neb.
The reading is free and open to the public.

Friday, March 3
• Opening reception - " Ten Years of Feminist Art Changing the
Lives of Women," 7 p.m., Eagle Gallery.
• AQHA horse show - 7 p.m., West Kentucky Expo Center.
• Cinema International - Visions of Light: The Art of
Cinematography, 7:30 p.m., Curris Center Theater. Free.
• Deadline - l ast day to apply for review of residency classification
for the spring 1995 semester.

Saturday, March 4
• AQHA horse show • 8 a.m., West Kentucky Expo Center.
• Women' s awareness day - 8:30 a.m.-3 p.m., United Methodist
Campus Fellowship, 13 15 Payne St.

Photo by Michelle Stinnett
Chad Schott, Junior from Shelbyville. takes time out to observe
"Reds" by Suzanne Mitchell, one of the works In the "Ten Years
of Feminist Art Changing the Lives of Women., exhibit on d isplay
In the Eagle Gallery until March 27. Othe r events In association
with the exhibit Include a reception at the Gallery tonight featuring the Elder Dance Express performance of "A Dance is Like
a Quilt" at 8 p.m.; a performance of the ArsFemina Ense mble at
Farrell Recital Hall at 8 p.m . Tuesday; and a painting and drawIng presentation by visiting artist Karen Spea rs at 7 p.m .
Thursday in the Gallery.

Don't panic
University weather alert sirens will be activated sometime
next week as part of a statewide test in observance of severe
weath er awareness week.
Law enforcement agencies throughout the state undertake the
exercise to remind people of the increased likelihood of severe
weather during spring.
The University will be notified by radio through the Kentucky
State Police when to test the sirens, which are located at Lovett
Auditorium, Springer Hall and Woods Hall.
"This is a good time for everyone to review procedures in case
of a storm, not only in our academic setting, but as home as
well," said J oe Greene, associate director of the public safety
depar tment.

Awareness

progra~s

planned

As part of the National Collegiate Health and Wellness Week,
the Public Relations Student Society of America plans to
increase the awareness of health factors pertaining to Spring
Break.
On Tuesday, the organization· will set up a booth on the third
floor of the Curris Center to distribute information concerning
skin cancer.
On Wednesday, Health Services and PRSSA will sponsor AskA-Nurse booth in the Rocking Chair Lounge on the second floor
of the Curris Center. Students will be able to get information on
alcohol consumption , safe sex and skin protection. An informative video will be shown and free sun screen will be available at
the booth.
I

Sunday, March 5
• AQHA horse show - 8 a.m., West Kentucky Expo Center.
• Faculty recital - Paul Thompson, flute, 2 p.m., Farrell Recital
Hall.
• Fun day - 2·5 p .. m., Curris Center Gameroom. $2 per family
buys unlimited bowling and pool.

Monday, March 6
• Information session - 9:30-1 1:30 a.m., Curris Center Dance
l ounge. Representatives form Continuing Education, Student
Organizations, Career Services, MAP Report, Scholarship and
Financial Aid Offices will be on hand.

Tuesday, March 7
• Celebrate Women 1995 ·a a.m. - 2 p.m., Curris Center.
• Interview - The Sherwin-Williams Company. Business administration, marketing, management, or economics majors for management trainee positions. Career Services Office.
• Lecture- Beverly Stitt, "Integrating Women Into the Curriculum,"
3:30 p.m., Ohio Room, Curris Center.
• RHA talent show - 6 p.m., Curris Center Theater.
• Disney movie - 6:30p.m., Barkley Room, Curris Center. Free.
• Faculty recital- Pamela Wurgler, soprano, Marie Taylor, piano, a
p.m., Farrell Recital Hall.

Wednesday, March 8
• Lecture - 11th William 0. Presson lecture, "Wellness and Fitness
in Society," by David Anspaugh, 7 p.m., Freed Curd Auditorium,
Collins Center for Industry and Technology.
• Lecture - Dilys Schoorman, "Internationalization: From l ocal
Cooperation to Global Cooperation, 7:30p.m., Room 20a, Faculty
Hall.

\

Thursday, March 9
• Meeting - AA/NA alcohol and narcotics abuse support groups,
6:30 p.m., Ohio Room, Curris Center.
• Meeting - Delta Sigma Theta Delta Dream interest meeting, 7
p.m., Cumberland Room, Curris Center.
• Cinema International- Late Autumn, 7:30p.m., Curris Center
Theater. Free.
• Guest ~ltal - Calvin Smith, hom, a p.m., Farrell Recital Hall.

Alpha Chi

We're thinking "Spring Break"

-----

Available Now.

Easy to Use!

.. .Stop by and try it out.

Terrapin Station
920 S. 12th St.
• . Bel-Air Ce nter
753-8926

All swlmwear In stock Is 20% off
w ith MSU r.;:.:.
ID;.._______---..!"""'1

Select from a
complete
line of swimwear
for a really
· special look

March 7, Orientation meeting
4:30 p.m. Cunis Center theatre
March 8, Officer elections
4:30 p.m. Curris Center, Ohio Room
For all current Alpha Chi members
and new initiates.
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Billboard services. ••

Revisions to PC purchasing
program benefit faculty, staff

Acaden1ic assistance available for students
Bv ANGIE KINSEY
REPORTER

Students needing help typing
English papers or passing
math courses need only look as
far as the nearest bulletin
board.
BuHetin b~ards, found aU over
t he Murray State campus, are
full of offers from people who
provide typing and tutoring
services for a small fee.
Bonnie Adams, a secretary at
the Speech and Hearing
Diagnostic Center, has operated a typing service for approximately 12 years.
Adams has typed resumes,
several theses, a dissertation
for a professor and even a 160page book.
But most of her business
comes from college students
who need someone to type their
papers.
"It comes in spurts," Adams
Danny Voweii/Staff
said about her business.
H.L. Hussmann, senior from Paducah, examines t he billboard In the Curris Cente r trying to locate
"Typing requests are usually service s available to him from campus entrepreneurs.
heavier as the end of the
semester rolls around," Adams
Gray, a math major, offers
Joe Gray, senior from
The cost of using one of these
said.
Mcleansboro, Ill. , hopes that tutorjng for all math classes, services can vary from $1.25 for
At the end of last semester, his math skills will help him including upper level courses a typed page to $10 for an hour
she was busy every night typ- earn experience and cash at the for math majors.
of tutoring.
ing papers.
same time.
Gray said he hopes the experi- These services do not provide
Cayce Travis, freshman from
Gray began his math tutoring
ence
he receives from tutoring great financial awards, but
Dixon, began her typing service service in February after workwill
help
him with his future they are an easy way to make
a year ago while still in high ing for the math department
extra money.
goals.
school.
last semester.
~1 know a lot of people who
"I'm geared toward getting my "You do make a profit, but you
"'t's an extra way to make
money and meet new people," have problems in math," Gray Ph.D and teaching in college," don't get rich at it," Adams
said.
Gray said.
Travis said.
said.

\Yo men's Awareness Day

STAFf R EPOttT

Change has found its way into the Personal Computer
Program, making it easier for facul ty and staff to purchase
and upgrade personal computer systems.
Bill Payne, assistant to the provost, said the changes to the
program increase the maximum amount one can borrow to
$3,000, and allows employees to apply for additional loans
while paying off a loan t hey already received as long as the
outstanding balance does not exceed $3,000.
Payne noted that this change makes it easier for upgrades
and expansions to be made to one's system.
"It's a very popular program," he said. "It's been used by
many faculty and staff."
The program provides for an interest-free loan, which must
be repaid within one year. The loans come from a fund "o f
$50,000 which was established by the University and maintained by the loan payments made by faculty and staff who
borrow from it.

Hart student disariDed
Green, associate director of
Public Safety. "We've got the
gun, and he is stabilized now."
A Hart Hall resident, who
Green said Wright is likely to
apparently threatened to take be removed from the residence
his own life Monday night, has halls this weekend. "And I
been referred to the Counseling understand he may withdraw
and Testing Center for evalua- from school," Green said.
tion.
Possession of a firearm on
According to a Public Safety campus is a violation of the stureport, officers responded to a dent conduct rules in the
9:05 p.m. call that reported an S tudent Life Handbook. It is
intoxicated student causing a not a violation of the law,
disturbance. The officers Green said.
removed a shotgun from his
The Ken tucky
General
room.
Assembly 'Passed a law in 1994
A witness said the student, making possession of a firearm .
Corey Wright, sophomore from on school property a Class D
Louisville, was depressed after felony. However, the law
breaking up with his girlfriend. exempted campuses of post-sec"He was in a deeply ondary schools and other insti·
depressed state," said J oe tutions of higher learning.

BY E.L. GoLD
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Spring Break in 1 \Neek

Saturday, March 4
8:30a.m. to 3 p.m.
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United Methodist Campus Fellowship
1315 Payne St.

By tbls c:.barter, we the lllelllbers of tiM Nuny State
UDiverslty Coll•a• Republlc:aas. pleqe to apbold llaaM •
labenatbellefsa

Self-defense for women • Chuck Robinson
Financial Health - Betty Boston
Drug Awareness - Stann Scott
Not just feeling good - Self-esteem
in the 90's! - Rev. Sandra Leatherwood

We recognize that as Americans, we serve the world as an eXample
of the peace and prosperity which democracy brinp.

.

We seek a nd serve truth, justice, and sanctity of Individual rights.
We believe the basic right for anyone, regardless of race, gender,
d isability, or religion, to pursue the American dream.
We honor capitalism as the system which offers us opportunity.

Childcare for 6 and under.

We assert Individual responsJblUty over government Intervention.
We believe strong morals are developed through family values, not
federal policy.
We hope to blend the wisdom of conservatism with our country's
changing needs, so as to provide for a strong and prosperous
nation.

Sponsored by:
Episcopal Campus Fellowship
United Methodist Campus Fellowship
and One By One Singles Ministry
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0
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Olympic Plaza

Candlelight Dinners

Buffet $4.50
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Dine in I Carry out
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If you didn't sign up for ROTC as a
By the time you have graduated from
freshman or sophomore, you can sttll
college, you"JI have the credenllals of
• an Army officer. You'll also have
catch up to your classmates by
attending Army ROTC Camp Chal- ~-llliiO.II the self-confidence and dtsciplme
Jenge, a paid SIX·week summer
1t takes to succeed m college and
beyond .
course m leadership trammg
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COil.EGE
VIEWS

IN OUR OPINION

Spring snow job
Although the "residential" in residential colleges
implicates residents - that is, students - it is precisely Murray State students who have been overlooked in devising the system.
The administration has drafted a proposal for fall
implementation with little or no student involvement - no phone surveys; no general opinion polls,
be they scientific or unscientific; no campus-wide
open forums before or during research stages. We do
not feel well-served by a University intent on forcing
this plan down our throats, even if we are gorged in
shared dining halls that purportedly promote community and enhance the campus experience.
Even now when limited information is finally
being disseminated, hall/college assignment procedures are at best unclear and perhaps unfair.
Upperclassmen who wish to pay for private rooms
are given an "all-or-none" ultimatum by being asked
to move from White to Richmond Hall or forfeit private upperclass living altogether.
· Incoming fr eshmen suffer an even more dreadful
plight: they are not even provided such a choice,
undesirable as it may be. Freshman experience halls
will be abolished - period.
The irony is that these particular residence options
in recent years have been emphasized in recruiting
efforts as two of the more satisfying programs.
Our latest, i.e. ,only, copy of the plan (all three
pages) covers faculty responsibilities, first-year
goals and guidelines for naming the colleges.
Although it addresses a few of our concerns, the
proposal follows the administerial norm: it is most
notable for what it does not include.
For instance, there is no mention of the nature or
amount of involvement expected of students, nor a
basic cost estimate for implementation.
David Shivley, Regents Hall Council president,
said it well: "Why doesn't the administration start a
really radical approach and start to listen to students instead of railroading them into programs?"

Kentucky State violates rights
The First Amendment free press right is not contingent upon quality of publication, a fact Kentucky
State University officials seem to have overlooked.
KSU administrators have blocked the distribution
of yearbooks, paid for with student activity fees, and
have required the student newspaper be submitted
for review prior to publication.
· Officials say they are concerned about quality not content. But newspaper and yearbook adviser
Laura Cullen opposes the action on the grounds of
prior restraint.
Court decisions have granted college publications
the same protection as public newspapers.
We wholly support the position of the newspaper
as expressed by Cullen. Such regulations are clear
violations of our First Amendment rights.
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What are you
going to do for
Spring Break, and
is there something that you
would rather be
doing?

.So It/HAT A/fl .Z
SVPPOS6D 7b bO ld!TI{

111-1.- 71/IS .$TVFF?'

Randell Wolff
grad student,
McKenzie Tenn.

"/am going
camping with my
wife at LBL, but I
would rather be
going to New
Orleans."

Coach's rentarks are inappropriate
To the Editor;
According to the Associated Press story which
appeared in The Paducah Sun, Murray State
University women's basketball coach Eddie
Fields has been absolved of the sexual harassment charges filed against him. However, the
pa~r also revealed that an investigation following the allegations determined that Coach Fields
had "made inappropriate, offensive remarks."
Universities across the country have struggled
to unite academics and athletics, arguing that
the two can complement one another successful·
ly. In what way do sexist remarks and offensive
language contribute to the educational experience of the female basketball players with whom
Coach Fields works?
In an age when sexual harassment and politi·
cal correctness have received national attention,
it seems outrageous that a person would con·

elude that referring to a group of women as a
"bunch oftitty suckers" is appropriate in any sit·
uation regardless of whether the remarks were
intended to be humorous. Furthermore, the educational, not to mention the motivational value,
of such remarks made during halftime is escaping.
While the University investigation has cleared
Coach Fields, it would seem that a public apology for his actions would be appropriate.
Additionally, Murray State University
Athletic Dir~ctor Mike Strickland should take
the responsibility to provide sexual harassment
training for all members of the Athletic
Department to ensure that everyone understands what sexual harassment is and to prevent it from occurring in the future.
Sherry Bone
Clinical Executive Director, Rape Victim Services

Amy Dolejs
grad student, Murray •

"/ am going to
visit my parents in
Mississippi, but I
should be here
working on my
papers."

Psychological center article contains errors
To the Editor:
I am writing to express my concern and displeasure over the numerous misquotes, ' typos
and erroneous remarks contained in your recent
article about the Psychological Center and the
master's program. Among the most glaring: "A
person with an M.D. or a Psy.D. has to be supervised by someone with a Ph.D." The student
quoted did not say this and it is completely
wrong. What she said was that in Kentucky,
master's level clinical psychologists are supervised by licensed Ph.D. clinical psychologists.
"The clinic does not provide... because the students are not professionals," Sheiman said. I
think this quote disturbs me and the graduate
students at the Center more than anything else.
I most certainly never said this. Our graduate
students are professional and perform all the
duties outside professionals perform. I said that
our students do not prescribe medication
because they are not physicians. The decision
not to provide court-ordered therapy or custody
evaluations is mine, that as graduate students,
it is neither useful nor helpful for them to be
involved with the court system. At no time did I
imply that our students lacked professionalism.

The photo shows a graduate student preparing
to administer the WISC-111, an intelligence test
for children, not a test to "measure attentiondeficit hyperactivity disorder in adults and children" as stated in the caption.
As for who is trained in the Psychological
Center, it depends on how you choose to use the
word "train." First-year students don't see
clients, but there are training experiences for
first-year students in the Center. Students who
do see clients are typically second-year graduate
students, but simply being in the second year
does not qualify a student to do practicum.
There are academic requirements which must be
met in order to be eligible for practicum.
We are quite disappointed with the quality of
the information in the article, not to mention the
spelling, and are concerned that readers who are
not familiar with the Center will accept as truth
information that is not correct. We would appreciate a correction.
Judith Sheiman, J.D., Ph.D.
Director, Psychological Center
and Leigh Ellin Brandon
master's level clinician from Murray

Derrick McReynolds
junior from Gracie

"/ will be kicking
it at home. I am so
busy at school so
going home is a
privilege, but I
guess I would
rather be in
Florida."
Photos and interviews

by Michelle Stinnett

Residential college plan ignores student views, needs
For the past two weeks everyone has been talking about residential colleges and I've yet to
hear the same
In
story
twice.
The only thing
My
I know for sure
Opinion is that nobody
seems to know
anything.
We've been
told that people will be
assigned a residence
ball
based on their
SLOAN
H UTCHINSON majors;
then
we heard that
reporter
hall
assign·
.___ _ _ __, ments will be
made randomly. I've heard that
faculty members will be living

in the halls and then that they
wouldn't live there, but their
teaching load would be cut so
they could spend time in the
halls.
It seems to me that all those
in favor of the new system only
have positive things to say. We
all know that everything has
its disadvantages and that
when something sounds too
good to be true, it usually is.
The only potential problems
that anyone who visited fchools
that have residential colleges
had were those of cost. While
cost is a major concern, it cannot be the only disadvantage.
No one has mentioned the
fact that if most of the residence halls go coed. students
may lose freedom to choose

whether or not they want to
live with members of the oppo·
site sex.
Parents may not be so quick
to accept this new system. Mom
and Dad who, in most cases,
foot the bill for the college expe·
rience, may not feel comfort·
able with the fact that their
child will live in a coed hall.
This could make those univer·
sities that do offer such options
look much more inviting.
The possibility of the frestt·
men-experience halls being
eliminated could also cause
problems. Going away to college is confusing enough when
you're 18-years-old. The experience halls offer people a chance
to be with others who are facing
the same challenges as well as

opportunities for people to
work through things together.
The one thing that is most
disturbing about the whole residential college issue is not coed
halls or eliminating the experience halls or the myriad of
other problems that this new
system will create. It is knowing that, as students, what we
feel we need or want is being
ignored.
It is my understanding that
the president will make the
final decision about residential
colleges. While he may want
what is best for everyone
involved, I keep asking myself
how a decision that will profoundly affect everyone on this
campus can be left up to only
one person.

Focus
Drink at your own· risk
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Alnerica wakes up with caffeine
One might think alcohol is the most used
drug in the United States, but in actuality
caffeine could top the list. Some popular
foods and beverages that contain caffeine
are coffee, soft drinks and chocolate.

Coffee
According to Consumer Reports, coffee
contains high levels of caffeine which has
its drawbacks. The caffeine in one or two
cups of coffee may provide a mild lift, but
after the fourth or fifth cup, that lift may
turn into anxious over-stimulation.
Caffeine creates dependencies and those
who do not receive their daily doses may
experience headaches, sleepiness, anxiety
and an impaired ability to perform physical tasks.
John Miller, senior from Murray, said he
drinks 10 cups of coffee a day. He said he
likes the taste of coffee but does not depend
on its caffeine content.
"I am a morning person so I don't need it
to wake up in the morning," Miller said.
Miller said he drinks coffee mainly in the
winter for warmth and does not drink it as
much in the summer.
"I'm concerned with caffeine, but not
enough to change," he said.
According to an article in Nation's
Business, caffeine occurs naturally in more
than 60 plants. Caffeine may act to stimulate the central nervous system, can lessen
fatigue and may cause muscles to work
more powerfully. But under certain circumstances, caffeine can cause "coffee
nerves."
"Coffee nerves" have been characterized

by disturbed sleep, jumpiness, stomach
distress, heart palpitations and diarrhea.
An article in Vogue said most of us get
our caffeine from coffee, perhaps because it
is America's largest agricultural import.
The average coffee drinker consumes
three-and-a-half cups a day. Most coffee
drinkers can control these jitters by regulating how much coffee they consume.

•

Coffee and cancer
In 1981, a Harvard University study concluded drinking two cups of coffee a day
doubles the cha.l)ces of developing pancre·
atic cancer and five cups multiplies the
risk by three. Five years later, however,
another Harvard study was done and
found no relationship between caffeine and
cancer of the pancreas.
Breast and bladder cancer have also
received attention in cofl'ee research.
Research on older women was published in
1993. The researchers studied 34,388 subjects for four years and concluded there
was no association between caffeine intake
and the risk of breast cancer.
A 1989 study found a weak correlation
between caffeine usage and bladder cancer. A 1990 study found a positive relationship.

Soft drinks
Soft drinks are another popular beverage
that contains caffeine. According to an
article in the U.S. Pharmacist, one 12ounce can of cola contains 30 to 50 milligrams of caffeine.

Gina Buscher, senior from Murray, said
she drinks soft drinks for the taste and to
stay awake. She said she can tel1 the difference in drinks that have no caffeine.
"I need that extra pep to stay awake in
class," Buscher said.
Laura Fuller, senior from Paris, Tenn.,
said she mainly drinks tea, but because
soft drinks are more accessible she also
drinks Coke pr"ducts.
"I'm not really concerned with the caffeine," Fuller said.
Judy Lyle, registered nurse for Student
Health Services, said to remember most
diet.drinks also have caffeine.

Caffeine and other
drugs
According to an article in Consumer
Reports, caffeine does not mix well with
other drugs such as birth-control pills, the
heart drug verapamiJ and the ulcer drug
cimetidine. These drugs hamper the body's
ability to dispose of caffeine. The best policy is to ask a doctor before mixing caffeine
and prescriptions.
According to the Vogue article, withdrawal symptoms are a sign that caffeine
is addictive. These symptoms include
lethargy and headaches.
The severity of the withdrawal symptoms may be a result of the quick tolerance
people develop for caffeine.
Lyle added nausea to the list of possible
withdrawal symptoms, and said these
symptoms can last anywhere from two
weeks to two months.

Amy W aterfield, junior from Newburgh, Ind., enjoys a re freshing
ca n o f Pepsi. Each American now co nsumes, on a verage, nearly
34 gallo ns of soft drinks annually.

Moderation prevents birtb defects

Caffeine Comparison
Although college students think of caffeine mostly in
terms of all:-nighters, recent studies have detailed the
adverse effects of high doses of caffeine on laboratory
animals. Here is the caffeine breakdown:

I

FDA sends
warhing to
pregnant
women

Traci Lavey, irregular student from Mayfield, is pregnant
and still drinks coffee in the
morning. She said she drank
coffee with her first child and
did not know she was pregnant
until after the fl.rst trimester.
"I think moderation is the
Caffeine
key to anything, including cafAverage
Ra nge
Since the U.S. Food and Drug feine," Lavey said.
Hot drinks: (per 6-tluld-oz. cup)
Administration advised pregThe Journal of the American
Drip -brewed coffee 100 mg 70-215 mg
nant women and those who
Medical
Association published
might become pregnant to limit
Instant coffee
70 mg. 35-169 mg.
contradicting
studies in
two
or eliminate caffeine intake,
Tea, U.S. brands
50 mg. 25-1 10 mg.
1993
concerning
miscarriages
more women are becoming
Cocoa
5 mg.
2-25 mg.
of the role ~oderation and caffeine.
aware
Decaf coffee
4 mg.
2-8 mg.
The first study showed that
takes.
Soft drinks: (per 12-fluid·OZ. can)
moderate
caffeine consumption
According to an article in
Mountain Dew
54 mg.
during
pregnancy
did not result
Consumer
Reports,
FDA
abortions.
in
spontaneous
Coca-Cola (diet, rag.) 46 mg.
researchers were concerned
The second study researched
Dr. Pepper
41 mg.
with caffeine and birth defects.
women
who had miscarriages
Research conducted on pregPepsi-Cola (diet, reg.)35 mg.
a
comparable group of
with
nant rats that had been fed
Chocolate: (per 1-oz. sEHV~ng>
pregnant
women and found the
massive quantities of caffeine
Dark chocolate
20 mg. 5-35 mg.
chance
of
miscarriages climbed
- the human equivalent to
Milk chocolate
6 mg.
1-15 mg
than
20 percent for each
more
dozens of cups of coffee daily Over-the-counter drugs: (per tablet)
milligram
of caffeine the
and found some pups were born
.,...._
women
consumed
daily.
Vivarin tablet
with missing toes.
200 mg.
According to a Consumer
In
later
studies.
the
No Doz tablet
100 mg.
·
researchers
fed
the
pregnant
article, there is some
Reports
65mg.
rats a moderate amount of caf- evidence that heavy amounts of
feine and found no birth caffeine ingested by pregnant
Source: ConsiUTier Reports October 1994
defects, but still the FDA advi- women may put the fetus at
risk. These risks include irreg·
sory
remains in effect.
Chad E. Holder/Graphics Editor

J

ular heartbeat or jittery behavior of the fetus or newborn.
Caffeine may also agitate
babies whose mothers are nursing.
Lavey said she does not drink
caffeinated beverages with
iron-rich meals because a nurse
told her she was anemic. The
nurse said this was a result of
the large amounts of caffeine
Lavey ingested, interfering
with her absorption of iron.
"I quit drinking Cokes with
caffeine right then and don't
drink coffee with iron-rich
meals," Lavey said.
She said she tried to drink
only decaffeinated coffee, but
the withdrawal symptoms were
miserable, causing her to feel
nauseated and depressed.
"A combination of being pregnant and caffeine withdrawals
made me in a bad mood," Lavey
said.
On the other hand .. a major
recent study researched nausea, caffeine and pregnancy.
Researchers monitored 431
pregnant women to determine
their caffeine intake and the
health and growth of their

fetuses.
The researchers found no difference in those who had miscarriages and women who had
successful pregnancies. They
found even drinking three cups
of coffee a day had no effect on
fetal growth, birthweight and
circumferep.ce of the head.

1

A 1993 study published in
The Journal of the American
Medical Association concluded
caffeine intake during and
before pregnancy was associat- 1
ed with an increased risk of '
fetal loss.

The fact remains that the
FDA still warns pregnant
women or those who might ,
become pregnant to limit or ,
eliminate caffeine intake.
Judy Lyle, registered nurse
for Student Health Services,
said to break the habit of going
to the soda machine or the coffee pot and to drink more water
and unsweetened juices. She
said it is important to drink
eight 'to 10 glasses of water
daily.
"A can full of chemicals is not
healthy," Lyle said.

..
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Sorting through the trash
MSU recycling program working to

improv~

the environment

The paper is then resorted to
make sure no foreign objects
are in with the materials.
One reason why recycling is so
Murray State ·UniverSity made a concerted effort last · · The materials are then put
important in society today is
into a baler to be compacted
year to recycle whenever possible. M$U
recycle . .
.,
because landfill spaces are full
and sent to different destinaor are in the process of filling
tions.
'•,
-=·
up.
The materials that are recy·
Wayne Harper, associate
cled
are taken to several differ•• 7,000.' lbst of n•wsprlnt ...,,.. ,,
director
of
Facilities
ent sites. The cardboard, com-· . 24~325 .lbs. of aluminum cans
Management, said by recycling
puter and white paper and alulbs.
corrugated ca·rdboard minum is taken to the Regional
we are starting to do something
about the landfill overcrowdRecycling Corporation in
•• 201 ,817 ·lbs.,-,. ~ mlscellaneous .
ing.
Eddyville.
•.
.,
. -'·~ . ,.
.
"We•ve created problems by
State Line Metals in Puryear,
a
total
of
273,662
lbs~· of
producing so much garbage,"
Tenn.,
and
Columbia
recycled:waste. <, ;· ·••
Harper said. "Recycling is a
Corporation in Owensboro also
way to help relieve that situatake the aluminum. Jimmy
tion."
Hale, a farmer from Kirksey,
Another reason why recycling
takes the mixed paper and uses
is important is it makes better
it for animal bedding.
Chad E. Holder/Graphics Editor
use of our resources. Instead of
Harper said a recent increase
using more and more new the recycling process and each the rest becomes waste.
in the price of recycled goods is
Harper said since source sepa- because it takes less energy to
materials, we can take items step is important.
In the separation process ration is the initial phase of the remanufacture products rather
that can be recycled and put
trash is put in the correct color recycling process, its impor- than taking the raw materials
them to good use.
Murray State recycles three trash can. Blue is used for high tance cannot be overstated.
to make it.
differen t kinds of paper: mixed, quality office paper su ch as sta- Building service technicians
Harper said he thinks governwhite office and computer tionary, white envelopes and retrieve recycled materials ment mandating is a cause of
notebook paper. Red is used for from offices and classrooms and the increase in prices of recypaper.
Items such as aluminum cans, mixed paper like brown paper tag the trash with the appropri· cled materials.
wooden pallets, metal cans and bags and colored paper . ate color trash can.
"I think people are beginning
The garbage is then taken to to see the importance of recy·
corrugated cardboard are also Neutral is for ordinary trash.
recycled. Murray State's motor
Another important aspect of the dumpsters where sanita- cling from an environmental
poo] recycles tires, batteries recycling is called source sepa- tion crews retrieve it, it is then standpoint and are looking to
and anti-freeze.
ration. This is when the recy· taken to the Recycling Center use products with recycled conThere are several stages in clable material is removed and on the 121 bypass.
tent in them," Harper said.
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Police Beat
February 23
10:01 p.m. Richmond Hall window was reported broken.
February 24
1:21 p.m. Ambulance dispatched to Expo Center. Female student fell
from a horse. She was treated at the scene.

7:1 0 p.m. Custodian reported the theft of a fire extinguisher from Racer
Arena.
9:22 p.m. Fire Alarm sounded in Business Building. No fire reported .
Note: Racer Arena fire extinguisher recovered.
10:08 p.m. Gas odor reported near Racer Arena.

February25
6:48 p.m. Kids throwing objects (money) from stairwell of the Fine Arts
Building.

February 26
2:20 a.m . Marcus Kimbrell lodged In jail for alcohol intoxication.
9:23 p.m. Female student reported being attacked at five-points near
Industry and Technology Building. She stated it was an attempted rob·
bery. She hit the man in the head with the back of her head and
stomped his foot. He released her and she was able to get away. The
male was described as 6' 2" white male wearing a long sleeve plaid
shirt. Situation is under investigation.

February 27
9:05 p.m. Intoxicated student was creating a disturbance In Hart Hall. A
shot gun was removed from his room.
9:18p.m. Report of two persons stealing hood ornaments from cars.
Situation is under investigation.

February 28
3:34p.m. Auto accident in 14th Street parking lot. No injuries.

8:59 p.m. Auto accident in Regents Hall parking lot. No injuries.
March 1
2:31 p.m. Brian Hurrah reported the theft of his taillight and headlight
covers from his Camaro parked at Clark Hall.

Racer Patrol Eacorta • 6
Motorist Asslata • 14
lnfonnation for Police Beat was gathered and compiled by the Murray
State News staff from materials available to the public at the Public
Safety office.

Cross-cultural courses create class consciousness
he wants students to leave his ing modem Africa, a history of
class with is an idea of what it nationalism course that focuses
is like to be a member of the on Ethiopia.
It has been almost 25 years African·American society and
•Many of the upper·leveJ
eince Murray State University an ability to see the world from courses are cross-listed with
began to broaden its curricu- that perspective.
political science, so I include
lum by offering a wider range of
Jones admits his class can be the current political problems
culturally diverse courses.
in Africa m the course,..
very controversial.
Over the years it has changed
A requirement for the class is Cheeseboro said.
to meet the needs of an increas- to give oral presentations
An example of Murray State's
ingly diverse student body.
which have covered everything continuing effort to offer culturSteve J ones, associate profes- from affirmative action to ally diverse classes is tlie new
sor of sociology, anthropology interracial dating.
survey of African-American litand social work, teaches a
Next spring, students will erature course.
black experience class. Jones have the opportunity to take a
The class will be available for
said his class offers students a history of slavery clasa taught
chance to analyze race, and to by Anthony Cheeseboro, assis- the fall semester.
some extent, ethnicity.
tant professor of history.
Tbe courae will cover ma.teri·
Jones said one of the things Cheeseboro ia currently teach- a1 ranging from 18th century

BY SLONE
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African-American literature,
such as slave narratives, to
modem day African-American
authors.
Michael Cohen, interim chair
of the English department, said
the goal of this course is to
encourage diversity and to help
in recruiting both student and
faculty minorities.
Joseph Cartwright, dean of
humanistic studies, said an
otTer has been made to an
instructor to teach the class,
but it has yet to be accepted.
Cartwright said Murray
State makes an effort to offer as
many culturally diverse classes
as possible.

In addition to courses that
focus on African-American culture, many classes focus on
other cultures such the
American
Indian,
Latin
American and the Far Eastern
cultures.
Concepts such as culture,
class, gender and race have
long been discussed in tradi·
tional courses at Murray State.
Cartwright said it is important to set up courses that deal
specifically with the key issues
of specific cultures.
•Jt is a continuing goal of
MSU to offer a curriculum that
prepares people for a culturally
diver.se world," Cartwrigh t
said.

Cartwright said that broadening the curriculum is important to all students because it
prepares them for the culturally diverse world that they will
live and work in.
Cartwright also stresses that
Murray State is aggressively
recruiting minority faculty.
"Every student who comes
through Murray State's doors
needs exposure to Views and
knowledge that are as diverse
as possible," he said.
"Any good university should
provide students with the
opportunity to find out who you
are and where you came from."

TEACHING!IUrORING SUPPUES/GIPTS
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Educational Supply Center
Mary janice Cooper - Owner
20 years teaching experience
753-5968
119 S . 4th St.

Planning units? Call ahead!
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N.Y. plant closing may help Murray Coron·e r reports
Yeater's death ruled a suicide

Fisher Price expects to add 100-150 local positions
BY JENNIFER POTIER
REPORTR

Good things are happening at
Fisher Price, which is good
news for Calloway County and
Murray State University students.
According to plant manager
Ed Boyd, Fisher Price, the
largest employer in the county,
is expanding. Due to a factory
shutdown in New York, the
plant in Murray will receive
about $5 million in capital
investments and open up 100 to
150 new jobs.
Boyd said when Mattei
acquired Fisher Price, it wanted to consolidate and therefore
had to close the oldest of the
three Fisher Price plants in the
United States.
"They had a choice to make,"
Boyd said. "They had the
Murray facility, they had the
New York facility and they had

it, and we have a lot of experienced toy builders here," Boyd
said. "In my humble opinion, it
Murray is a great was the only choice to make."
Boyd cited the good environspot to put it; and we
ment, labor and geographic
have a lot of experilocation among the main reaenced toy builders
sons to keep a plant in Murray.
He said one of the biggest
"
here.
problems is finding enough
Ed Boyd employees. Counted among the
lacking labor force are Murray
State students, which is a
deficit Boyd said h e can not
the one in Fort Wayne, Ind.
"They needed to close one of understand.
those down, and the decision
Boyd .s aid he is trying t o
was made not to close this one attract students by tailoring
down. So for me that sends a work hours to their varying
strong signal to the folks here schedules. Fisher Price offers a
and then to the community variety of shifts such as
here that this is a factory that's Tuesday-Thursday
shifts,
here to stay."
Monday-Wed nes day-F r iday
The Murray facility is the shifts, midnight shifts and
largest Fisher Price factory in shifts from 6 to 10 p.m. and 9
a.m. to 1 p.m.
the United States, Boyd said.
..1 would think that th ere's a
"Murray is a great spot to put

"

BY E.L. GOLD

schedule in t here that would fit
somebody," Boyd said.
·Jason Sayles, sophomore
from Kuttawa, is a former
Fisher Price employee who
worked the 6 to 10 p.m. shift
last year. He liked the people
and did not mind the hours, but
said th at work cut into his
studying time. He also said
assembly line work was too
monotonous for him.
Since last year, the range of
hours has been expanded.
"It's not a dirty environment ," Boyd said. "We don't
have oil and grease, it's well-lit,
it's heated and it's air-conditioned in the summer. We have
a nice cafeteria, and the work is
mostly assembly line."

SfNIOI STAFf W RITER

The final autopsy report on Sterling Yeater, received by the
Calloway County coroner's office last week, named the cause
of death as asplyxia due to ligature strangulation.
Yeater was found h anged in an equipment room of Stewart
Stadium Feb. 3. He was the Racer footbalJ equipment man ager.
Deputy coroner Damon Mathis said Yeater's death has been
ruled a suicide.
"He was found sitting on a stool, with the rope stretched over
a pipe and tied to a table," Mathis said.
Yeater's body was found at 10:14 a.m. by head football coach
Houston Nutt. The time of death was estimated at 2:45 a.m.
"He was seen walking home across campus from a fraternity
party at 2 o'clock," Mathis said. "From that and the condition
of the body, we determined a time. There's some guesswork
involved."
Yeater lived in an apartment near the equipment room.
Mathis said the toxicology report of the autopsy sh owed no
narcotics in Yeater's system and listed his blood-alcohol level
as 0.098.
"There was a minimal amount of alcohol involved," said J oe
Green, associate director of Public Safety. Kentucky law considers an individual intoxicated when his blood-alcohol level
reaches 0.10.

Any student interested in
applying for a job at Fisher'
Price should call the Murray
Employment Agency at 7592150.

•
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Kitchenware A-Z
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FLORIDA TOMATOE'S
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4
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I
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pkg.
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cans
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•
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Living the Greek Life
Deferred rush lowers numbers; changes to be made
able to choose which houses
they want to visit.
Freshmen wil1 be able to get
Another spring rush has
involved
their first semester on
come and gone for both sorori·
campus,
and
they will not have
ties and fraternities.
the chance to be influenced by
Four of the six social sorori- other students.
ties met the Panhellenic
"They just go by the rumors/'
Council quota of 16 ~shees.
said
Tricia Richerson, Alpha
Panhellenic sets the quota each
Sigma
Alpha rush chairperson.
year according to the number of
"I
just
don't
think they see how
women going through rush.
we really are."
Tracy Richey, Alpha Delta Pi
Deferred r ush also causes
rush chairperson, said the
lower
numbers of rushees, she
sorority is excited about their
said.
16 new Alpha sisters, but com"Freshmen have their friends
pared to their formal rushes,
and
think 'I don't need to go
this year was a bit awkward
Greek,"'
said Traci Forbes,
because the number of rushees
Alpha
Omicron
Pi rush •chairwas down.
person.
"We were disappointed with
Jane Hall, Panhellenic advisthe small number of girls going
er,
said this year's rush was
through this year," Richey said.
more
difficult because rushees
"We wish girls would go the
dropped
out before rush began
first time through."
and
others
wanted to sign up
Brooke Otfett, Alpha Gamma
during
rush.
Delta rush chairperson, said
Danny Voweii/Staff
her sorority was excited about
She also said grades were a Hemben of Phi Slama Sigma gather with potential rushees at a Rush Party on Feb. ll ln the lobby
coming back to school a week problem because some rushees
of Ordway Halt. The p"'rty had a nautical theme.
early to begin deferred rush.
did not meet the minimum 2.25
Sarah Oliver, an Alpha
"1 was nervous waiting to find Freshman Orientation.
"'t was great. We were really grade point average needed to Sigma Alpha pearl member, out if I got in or didn't get in,"
excited about coming back rush or the individual sorority was one of approximately 95 Reynolds said. "I think the
For fraternities, rush differs
early and spending a week GPAs to pledge, causing a spring rushees.
greatly.
The fraternities are not
sororities did a good job."
lower number of rushees.
together," she said.
required to take a specific numPanhellenic is hoping to ber of initiates and the rush
"It was kind of different than
Hall said an additional probFor many of the women, it
begin
fall rush in late August. process in general is more
was their last spring deferred lem with deferred rush is that I expected," Oliver said. "It
Freshmen
will be able to go relaxed.
rush because the Panhellenic many women did not know seemed very serious and was
through
rush
in the fall, and
very nerve-racking. I was
Alpha Gamma Rho took 16
Council decided unanimously what deferred rush meant.
will
not
have
to
sit out a semes- new initiates this semester,
thrilled and relieved when it
to return to fall rush. The
The sororities were not
ter.
majority of sororities support allowed to talk to prospective was over."
compared to nine last semester.
the decision.
Letters will be sent out durrushees during the fall semesKelly Reynolds, an Alpha
"I think (rush) went really
The rush chairs believe that ter, and many girls took this Delta Pi member, agreed with ing the summer, and women great this time," said Jason
will be able to sign up during Reed, rush chairman for Alpha
Oliver.
with fall rush, women will be personally.
B Y MANDY W oLF

STAFF WaiTER

..

Gamma Rho.
For Kappa Alpha, however,
last semester was better.
Jack Bosley, president of
Kappa Alpha, said he would
like to see fraternity rush begin
to resemble sorority rush.
Kappa Alpha did not take
any new initiates this semes·
ter, but plans to take four or
five next fall.
Bill Boehm, Sigma Chi rush
chairman, would also like to
see fraternity rush become
more organized.
"I felt that it was a smaller
turn out than we were used to,"
Boehm said.
He attributes the smaller
number of rushees to a lack of
structure and negative images
of fraternities.
He also said that many more
students were interested bu t
could not rush because grades
were a problem.
Sean Byrd, Interfraternity
Council rush chairman, said
there has been a constitutional
change in the IFC which will
make the time period for bid
acceptance longer, enabling
fraternities to take more
rushees.
"Rush isn't going to be too
much more structured," said
Byrd. "'t's going to be a little
easier for smaller fraternities."
"Rush was great," said Kevin
Hendrix, a Sigma Pi pledge. "1
had the time of my life."

Chapters proMote pUblic service

ENJOYING THE RAYS

BY MICHAEL

0.

j O HNSON

ASSISTANT COUEGE llff EDITOR

Greek organizations were founded
to establish brotherhood, sisterhood, support and camaraderie
between college men and women at
the university that they attend.
4frican-American Greek organizations were founded on that principle with emphasis on brotherhood
and sisterhood.
Murray State has three AfricanAmerican fraternities and three
Mrican-American sororities.
The Mrican-American sororities
and fraternities at Murray State are
Alpha Phi Alpha, Alpha Kappa
Alpha, Delta Sigma Theta, Omega
Psi Phi, Kappa Alpha Psi and now
Sigma Gamma Rho.

E. L. Gold/Staff
Je nnife r Young, coordinator of stude nt organizations, and members of the
Panhellenic Council enjoyed the warm we ather that hit Murray o n Feb. 2o4,
while ho lding the ir m eeting. The Council consists of electe d me mbers of the d if·
ferent sororities on campus. They m eet weekly to e nsure the sororit ies are fo l·
lowing the rules set by t he National Panhe lle nlc Council.

There are still two more organizations not represented on the MSU
campus.
The Phi Beta Sigma fraternity
and Zeta Phi Beta sorority are two
African-American Greek organizations not represented on the MSU
campus.
On larger campuses with larger

Mrican-American
populations,
there is usually representation of all
African-American fraternities and
sororities.
Eric Thompson, a graduate member of the Kappa Alpha Psi fraterni·
ty, said small African-American student body population, changing
times and new attitudes have much
to do with the smaller numbers on
MSU campus in African-American
fraternities and sororities.
Thompson also thought that the
smaller numbers are the reason not
all African-American fraternities
and sororities are represented on
the MSU campu's.
"A lot of the young people in college today feel that they don't need
to bond with other people,"
Thompson said.

Graduate chapters are located in
most larger cities near colleges and
universities.
Rosyln White, a graduate student
and member of the Delta Sigma
Theta sorority, said that sisterhood
and public service are the major
emphasis for her sorority.
"Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc.
is a sisterhood committed to public
service.
Once a young lady becomes a
member of a historically black
sorority, she becomes a member for
life," White said.
White said that undergraduate
chapters are stepping stones to larger responsibilities in graduate chap·
ters.

"A lot of them also do not want to
spend the money to get involved
with the organizations.''

She also said these responsibilities carry serious weight in either
organization, whether you are in a
African-American fraternity or
sorority.

In
African-American Greek
Organizations, once you graduate
from college, you can go into the
graduate chapter of the college fraternity or sorority.

"The graduate chapters give college graduate members the opportunity to become a part of an ongoing
pledge to community service and
personal excellence," White said.

Residential colleges to have no effect on fraternitie$, sororities
BY KELLY

I. HICKS

MANAGING EDITOR

The introduction of residential colleges has
created confusion and concerns for Greeks on
campus, and it has many wondering what exactly is going to happen to their organizations'
activities and social events.
"Greek life will not be affected, and those
freshman with housing exemptions to live in the
Greek houses will not be forced to live in the residential colleges," said Don Robertson, vice president of student affairs, "but they will be
assigned to one as will everyone."
Robertson, who is on the committee which first
introduced the concept of residential colleges,
insists the Greek community will coexist well
with the plan.
However, Robertson's optimism is not shared
by some Greek members and the lack of information and communication is not bridging the
gap between questions and answers.
"I feel like I don't have any information about

'

The residential colleges are modeled
after Harvard and we are not
Harvard. I don't see it as a positive
change.

belong to a group, but many
Greeks are concerned that the
concept will have negative effects
on their goals.

"1 understand their objective is
to have a more unified campus,"
' ' said Jennifer Miller, senior from
Louisville. "The residential col·
lege plan is modeled after
Harvard, and we are not
Jennifer Miller Harva.rd."
"I don't see it as a positive
residential colleges at all," said Heather Keith, change," Miller said. "Nobody likes the idea, and
senior from Benton, Ill.
when you go into something like this, and you
are not positive about it, then you are not very
"Greeks are in an awkward position. We have open to it and sometimes just plain grumpy
traditions that are very old and are separate about it."
from the campus," Keith said. "It seems like we
Miller said the residential college model lays
will no longer have an entity of our own. I think
out
a plan to create leadership for those on camit will have a negative effect."
pus who are not involved in a sorority or fraterRobertson said the residential college concept nity, and those students who are looking for
is designed to give. every student a chance to more involvement have opportunities for leader-

ship now.
"I came to Murray State for the small town
atmosphere," Miller said. "They say they want to
bring faculty and students together across the
bridge. You are not going to school when you
cross that bridge, you are going home."
The implementation of residential colleges is
scheduled to begin in the fall semester.
"At Yale they think that this has no effect on
Greeks - certainly no detrimental effect," said
President Kern Alexander. "In fact, they told Dr.
Robertson that they thought it increased interest in the Greeks. But it certainly doesn't harm
the Greeks because it doesn't affect them.
"Students still come in, they're rushed, they
become members of fraternities and sororities
and they would just be a member of the college
too," Alexander said. " And they would participate just like they always have in all the activities of the fraternity and sorority. It's just that
they would have a home in a college."
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Tips to help Break car trip
BY MICHAEL

0 . j OHNSON

AsSfSTANT COLUG£ LIFE EDITOI

Spring Break is only a month away and
Murray State students will hit the highways
and byways looking for the ideal vacation spot
to spend their holiday time. By now, those
with cars should be estimat ing how much it
will cost to have their automobiles serviced
before making the pilgrimage to their Spring
Break Mecca.
Gi>ing down the highway during Spring
Break, you see a number of cars on the side of
the road stalled out and unhappy people
standing beside them waiting for a tow truck
to come and pick them up. With proper planning, this will not happen to you.
When preparing for your trip, make sure
you take at least a week to get your car ready,
to ensure that everything is checked.
Eric Derby, service adviser for the local
Ford dealership, said proper service is vital
when taking trips of great distances.
"The first thing you need to do is change
your oil," Derby said.
An oil change is done every 3,000 miles on
the average. The cost for an oil change varies
depending on the type of car you drive. Most
times, expect to pay anywhere from $20 to
$25.
Fluid levels and your air conditioning
should be checked next. You want to ensure
that those passengers that are cramped 5

Campus
BY VALERIE CHAPMAN
STAff WRinR

Building better futures is the
goal of the many Murray State
University students, faculty
and staff members who volunteer
for
the
Campus
Connection Volunteer Center.
The Campus Connection
Volunteer Center is a non-profit organization sponsored by
the department of American
Humanities and the Office of
Student Organizations and it
provides volunteers for community service organizations.
The only requirements for a
volunteer are an affiliation
with Murray State and a desire
to help others. Volunteers get
to choose their own times to
work and no previous experience is required. Volunteers
are trained by the service orga-

9]
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deep in the back seat of your Geo are cool
enough, and your engine too.
When having your fluids checked, the
mechanic will check to see if there is enough
radiator fluid, windshield wiper fluid, brake
fluid, and freon in your air conditioner. The
cost for this to be done averages to around
$20.
Belts and hoses are checked next. This
includes your fan belt, alternator belt, radiator hoses and heating and air conditioning
hoses.
Last but not least, you have to check the
shoes and socks. The brakes and the tires are
important because they ensure t hat you will
be able to bring the car to a stop from 35 miles
an hour.
This part of maintenance is where brake
pads are checked or replaced and tires are
rotated.
On the average, tires are to be rotated every
3,000 to 5,000 miles. The cost for tire rotation
varies greatly, because you can get tires rotated for as little as $8 in some places and as
much as $15 or $20 in others.
Before you even leave the Murray State
campus, the cost to move your car with proper service will cost you anywhere from $75 to
$100. The cost all depends on where you have
your service work done. The cost may be less.

cent~r

Diet drinks not so healthy
M AGGIE CARTER
SENIOR STAFF W i tTER

When you look at a can of
diet soda and find that it contains no calories, no fat, no protein, no carbohydrates and low
or no sodium, it makes you
wonder what is actually in it.
Judy Lyle, registered nurse
at Student Health Services,
said just because the word diet
is in front of drink it does not
mean the soda is healthy. She
said the drinks do not have
calories, but do have chemicals.
"Diet drinks have colorings,
flavorings and artificial sweeteners," Lyle said.
According to an article in
Nutrition in Practice, a study of
9,000 people found greater risk
of cancers in some groups who
consume diet drinks, like
women who drank two or more
diet sodas a day and people
who heavily used artificial
sweeteners.
The article said aspartame,
an active ingredient in Nutra
Sweet, was approved for use in
carbonated beverages and in
1986 it was found in fruit bars,
fruit juices, instant teas and
breath mints. The Food and

E.L. Gold/Staff
Tere sa Newe ll, senio r fro m Bowling Green. d rinks a Diet
Mountain Dew with he r lunch in the Tho ro ughbred Room.
Drug Administration has intake so diet drinks are good
received numerous complaints for me," Wilson said.
from people who blame asparAccording to Advertising Age,
tame for headaches, skin raoh- soft. drink manufacturers are
es, nausea, dizziness and developing beverages that taste
swelling of the larynx.
better than those flavored with
Lyle said one should drink no aspartame and have fewer calomore than three diet drinks a ries than those drinks flavored
week and should replace those with sugar.
with water or milk.
The American College Health
"Water is essential, it helps Association recommend ways
the kidneys work and moistur- to consume less sugar; eat plain
izes the skin," Lyle said.
yogurt and add fresh fruit, eat
Julie Wilson, senior from unsweetened cereal instead of
Murray, said she mainly drinks presweetened cereal and drink
Diet Coke and Diet Pepsi.
more water and unsweetened
"I try to watch my calorie fruit and vegetables juices.

asks for volunteers

nizations they choose to work
for.
Volunteers do not originally
sign up for a specific service
organization. After an organization contacts the Campus
Connection Volunteer Center
requesting volunteers, the center then calls the individuals.
"We've been pretty successful
so far this year," said Mar k
Cotton,
senior
from
Madisonville and also coordinator of Campus Connections.
"Last year we only had 120 volunteers and this year we
already have 200."
"Most of the volunteers for
the program are students, but a
few faculty and staff members
have also volunteered this
semester."
Kim Saveley, senior from
Rantoul, Ill., is one of the many

ALA
Thank you
.....,,...
Monica Johnson & Heather Key
for coordinating Dance For Heart
We appreciate your dedication to our
philanthropy.
Al:A love and ours,
·Your Sisters

volunteers for the Campus
Connection Volunteer Center.
Saveley signed up to be a volunteer three years ago.
"I heard about the organization in one of my classes,"
Saveley said. "My professor
told us about it."
Saveley said one of the organizations she volunteered for is
the Humane Society.
she
During Christmas,
offered to play "Santa Paws"
and posed for pictures with
children. Saveley also worked
at the Resource Fair at a local
elementary school.
Any student, faculty or staff
member who would be interested in volunteering for one ofthe
service organizations should
call the American Humanities
Office at 762-3808.

DEFENSE

MSU's Campys Connections
is seeking volunteers for
these community service
groups:

. •United Way :: ,,
•Humane S09iety >·:'' .,
•American 9ed 'Cfo$$·
•MSU Tutoring Program ·
•Needline
•Calloway Co. 'Senior
Citizens
•Calloway Co. 4-H
•Family Resource center
•Center for International
Programs ';,. · ·
;, .,
sou~: Amencan Humanl~
Danny Voweii/Staff
Brian Van Horn, a non-de1ree see king stude nt from Benton.
Ill •• goes up for two points In a basketbaJI1ame between SGA
and the Maximum Shooters from 97 FM.

Chad E. Holder/Graphics Editor
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MSU Health Services offers
free confidential pregnancy
and STD testing
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for further information dial

$12

Health Line

762•3809

• Up To 5

~~~
Come join the 1995-96 SHiELD Staff.
The SHIELD is taking applications for
the 1996 yearbook staff. Come by the
SHIELD office in Wilson Hall, rooms
116 or 121 and pick up an application
TODAY! Applications are due 4:30 p.m.
Friday, March 10 .

Plus A FREE Maintenance Check

University Tire
& Auto

This service is funded by the
Purchase District Health Dept.
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Doily lunch buffet
Lunch Buffet with 20 plus items for only
$4.35
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Sessions help
celebrate Women's
History Month

by Josh Wilkes

BY SLONE HUTCHISON
REPORTER

Jones shares memories of ·pageants
but unfortunately Kentucky is one of those
who doesn't," Jones said.
She said the community held fundraisers
for her and individuals made donations to
help her pay for the costs of the pageant.
"I was tickled to death at how my community helped me," Jones said.
Jones' actual days in preparation for the
pageant consisted of make up and hair at 6
a.m., photo shoots and rehearsals. She said
after rehearsals she had to get ready for
dinner at restaurants.
"It was usually 12:30 or 1 before we got
to bed," Jones said.
Finally the day of the pageant came and
she had to perform in front of an estimated
300 million people. Jones was a top 12
finalist.
"I was number 7 and I had met my goal
of being in the top 12," Jones said.
She said being in Miss USA was a great
and exp~rience in which she met many
good friends and wonderful Christian
women.
"I had heard lots of horror stories about
pageants, but I was fortunate and the girls
were wonderful," Jones said.
For being in the top 12, Jones received
$500, a trophy and swimsuits, outfits,
shoes, shampoo and may other gifts.
"This experience was an unforgettable
one and I'll have those memories forever,"
Jones said.
Presently, Jones is working in the
Hopkins County school system as a motivational speaker.
She has a bachelor's degree in elementary education and has the long-term goal
of writing and illustrating childrens books.

BY MAGGIE CARTER
SENIOR STAFF WRITER

Many little girls dream of being a beauty
queen, but only a few make this dreSJD a
reality as Mitzi Jones did.
Jones, a 1994 alumna of MSU, started
her pageant career as a child. Jones said
her family was involved in pageants and
J ones and her sister competed all around
the United States.
"Being in pageants has always been' a
family thing - like a vacation," Jones said.
Jones was crowned Miss MSU in 1991 as
a sophomore. This pageant was a stepping
stone for the Miss Kentucky pageant.
"'After the fourth try I finally became
Miss Kentucky," Jones said.
Jones said she competed against 18 other
women from all over Kentucky. As winner
of Miss Kentucky, she represented
Kentucky in the Miss USA pageant. She
said by also winning Miss Kentucky she
won a cellular phone, a Bahamas trip, diamond tennis bracelet, aerobic wear, lingerie and several other prizes.
"I was glad MSU gave me the opportunity and opened the door to becoming Miss
Kentucky," Jones said.
As part of her reign as Miss Kentucky,
Rhe must travel and make appearances all
around Kentucky.
"By making these appearances I have
gained more confidence," she said.
Jones said being crowned Miss Kentucky
was a dream come true and getting to participate in the Miss USA pageant was more
than an added bonus.
..
She said she started preparing for the
three phases of the pageant early. The
t hree phases were evening gown, private

Mitzi Jones
interview and swim suit competition.
She said her friend made her dress for
the evening gown competition.
'This made it really special to me," Jones
said.
.
She prepared for the interview phase by
going to voice coaches and keeping up on
current events.
"Most of the questions were about me,"
Jones said.
She spent two weeks in South Padre,
Texas, preparing for the actual pageant
held on Feb. 10. She said the estate sponsors st the Miss USA corporation paid for
the contestants' hotel, meals and plane
ticket, but she was responsible for her
wardrobe.
"Most states have sponsors for wardrobe,

WHY ASK "

Mission of the YMCA. To put Christian
principals into practice through programs that build a
healthy body, mind & spirit for all.

Bring Ad In For One Day Free Pass.
One free pass per person • Expires 3I 9I 95

1 2th Street Branch
209 N. 12th S t.
7 5 9 -9622 & 759-9699

University Branch
1510 Chestnut S t .
753-4295

Mon..-Thurs. 5:30 a.m. - 10 p.m
Frt. 5.30 a.m. - 8 p.m.
Sat. 7 a.m. - 6 p.m.
Sun. noon - 6 p.m.

Monday - Friday 6 a.m. - 10 p.m.
Saturday 10 a.m.- 8 p.m.
Sunday 5 p.m.- 10 p.m.
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Bugg leaves WKMS
ronmental program in the near
future. She will also write and
produce newscasts.
After many years of service
"WKMS is a great station. It
at WKMS, Anita Bugg, a past prepared me for a new market,"
news and public afairs director, she said.
·
is leaving the radio station.
Bugg took advantage of the
"Murray State offers hands- opportunities available to her
on experience. If students take at Murray State while she was
advantage of it, it would be a student. She was a TV-11
very possible for them to climb news director.
the ladder of success in the
In 1993, Bugg won nine
business world," said Bugg, a awards,
including
Best
1986 graduate of Murray State. Reporter, at the Kentucky
After serving Murray State Associated Press broadcasters
for the past six and a half competition.
Bugg said she cherishes her
years, Bugg, who received a
bachelor of science in journal- experiences at Murray State
ism, was hired at the WPLN and encourages all other students to take advantage of the
radio station in Nashville.
She hosted the local breaks opportunities available to them
on the Mom!ng Edition, which because the experiences could
can be heard on WKMS from 5 prepare them for new and
to 9 a.m. Monday through broader markets, like they did
Friday. Bugg will host an envi- for her.
BY ANGEL f AIRBANKS

STAff WltiUR

presents its r.Beta Zeta initiate class:

resolution solution
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March is Women's History
Month. In honor of this, the
Celebrate Women Committe is
sponsoring its eighth annual
Celebrate
Women
event
Tuesday.
"Last year about 100 people
attended the sessions and
around 200 were at the luncheon," Jennifer Young, committee member said.
"This year we decided to
bring back our most popular
and requested topics for the
sessions, this year will be a
kind of 'best of,"'Young said.
Registration for the event
will be from 8 until 9 a.m.
Tuesday on the third floor of
the Curris Center.
From 8 am. until noon, various information booths will be
set up. The booths will offer
information about important

issues such as spouse abuse,
rape crisis, business and professional choices and women's
health.
There will be six sessions
which will include topics such
as resume writing and interview skills, sexual assault and
sexual harassment.
A luncheon will be held from
noon until 2 p.m. The keynote
speaker will be Victoria "Tori"
Murden, who was the first
woman to ski to the South Pole.
The Celebrate Women scholarship will be presented at the
luncheon. This scholarship will
be awarded to a non-traditional
female student.
The luncheon is open to
everyone for fee.
For more information about
Celebrate Women '95, contact
Myra Yates at 762-4492,
Jeanne Fleming at 753-0224 or
Jennifer Young at 762-6953 as
soon as possible.
'

1

JOHN P. MeCUISTON
JEFF HOLLAND
JEFFWIUSON
CHAD HAYES
ANDY JACKSON
ANDYEOLEY
GEORGE WAYNE KROM N
CLINTON CORLEW
CARRY LUTTRULL
BRIAN ALLEN
AARON THOMPSON
ERIC WILLIAMS
THOM~S DODSON
SETH DIXON
SHAY MILES
GARY WHEELER
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Racers grab share of OVC title
BY ScOTT NANNEY
SPORTS EDITOR

Three weeks ago, the Murray
State University basketball
team was in the midst of a
three-game losing streak and
mired in fifth place in the Ohio
Valley Conference standings.
But along with the passing of
time has come a change of fortunes, as the Racers have
gained five consecutive victories to climb back to the top of
the league standings.
On Monday night, the Racers
completed their climb back to
the top with a 107-75 victory
over the
University of
Tennessee at Martin in the regular season's final game.
With the victory, Murray
State gained a share of the
OVC crown with arch rival
Tennessee State, but was
forced to settle for the conference tournament's second seed
due to a pair of regular season
losses to the Tigers.
On Thursday night, the
Racers were set to battle the
seventh-seeded
Middle
Tennessee State Blue Raiders
and with a win would advance
to the tournament's second
round to face the winner of the
Eastern
Kentucky
vs.
Morehead State first-round
contest.
Murray State head coach
Scott Edgar said he was
pleased with his team's performance and is especially happy
for its lone senior, point guard
William Moore.

Racers
ready
to play

OVC·Honors
At the OVC Awards Banquet on Wednesday, the conference .. :.
head coaches voted for t~e following .pl~yers for four respective
honors: '
:
;,. .,. ··
.
:' .:

AIIMOVC First Team • Marcus Brown
AII-OVC Second Team .. Vincent Rainey
AII-OVC Honorable Mention - William Moore
All-Newcomer Team- Greg Anderson
ovc Player of the Year - Marcus Brown

for title

Source: Ol'llo Valley Conference
Chad E. Holder/Graphics Editor

leadership role is junior guard
Marcus Brown, who contributed 10 points in MStrs
rout of the Pacers.
Brown said the Racers are
playing well and hopes to build
on their recent success.
"We're playing the best basketball we've played all year,"
Brown said. "We are definitely
glad to get a part of the championship. We'd like all of it, but
it just didn't work out that
way."
One of the major factors in
the team's recent success has
been its defense.
"This team continues to
impress me because of its steal
margin," Edgar said. "Our steal
margin is much bigger than our
opponents. Rig;ht now its plus116."
Edgar said the key to the rest
of the Racers' season will be
determined by its momentum.
"This team has momentum
now," he said. "A month ago
this team didn't have momentum. The key now is to
advance."

"I'm happy for all the kids,
but most of all I'm happy for
Will," be said "The remainder
of the team and I have to do
everything we can to send our
seniors out with a championship."
Moore, who led the Racers
with 18 points on Monday, has
stepped up to provide the team
with leadership while averaging 14.2 points a game and
placing eighth in the conference in assists with 82.
"Of all the players who
stepped up, he probably
stepped up the most for us,"
Edgar said.
While Moore finished his
career at Racer Arena with a .
championship, he gave credit
to Edgar for turning the season
around for him and his teammates.
"I give all the credit to Coach
Edgar because he turned it all
around," Moore said. "He's
going to stick with us no matter
what."
Another Racer who has
helped Moore in the team's

)ud Cook/Photo Editor

Nathan Howard, sophomore guard from louisvllle, cuts down
the nets after the Hurray State University men's basketball
team's 107-75 shellacking of Tennessee-Martin Monday night at
Racer Arena. The Racers tied Tennessee State for the Ohio
Valley Conference regular season championship.

Rifle team aims for national title
Racers'
captain Cline to skip NCAA meet for National Guard duty
•
BY MIKE 0HSTROM
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

A little adversity has never hurt anyone, and that is certainly the case for
Murray State University's rifle team.
Despite the loss of captain John Cline,
the Racers have still fielded a full team
for the NCAA Championships, to be
held today through Sunday in
Annapolis, Md.
Cline, senior from Frankfort, was
dropped from the squad because of his
obligations to the Kentucky National
Guard. Attending officer candidate
school in the state military academy,
Cline's commission would have been
delayed a year if he had competed in the
meet.
The Ohio Valley Conference's Most
Valuable Air Rifle Perfonner asked to
be free for the championship weekend.
When the clearance request was denied,
Cline, head coach Elvis Green and MSU
athletic director Mike Strickland
appealed to Cline's superiors, with no

success.
Green appreciated Cline's responsibility in the matter to both the team and
his future, and thinks Cline made the
best choice concerning the predicament.
"He rationalized about it a lot," Green
said. "It was a hard decision that he had
to make, but I respect his decision that
he made, and I think the team does too.
"It boils down to career opportunities,
and he's thinking five or six years down
the road."
Amanda Stone, sophomore from
Wyoming, Mich., will double in the
smallbore division to fill in for Cline,
while Kristi Noakes, junior from Pueblo,
Colo., will be the alternate.
Stone, the team's female co-captain, is
glad Cline made his decision early
because it gives his teammates time to
prepare themselves to step in.
"I know Kristi is really excited, and
we're excited for her," Stone said. ''It's
going to hurt without John, no doubt
about it, but it's good for the team that
he told us now so we can get used to

practicing without him."
Noakes is looking forward to the
NCAA meet, but said her promotion to
the first team from the second will not
change her approach to shooting.
"There is more pressure, but I still
have to remind myself to do my best,
which is what I do at every match,"
Noakes said. "There's no difference
because we've bad matches where the
second team outscores the first team."
The Racers hosted West Virginia
Saturday at the Pat Spurgin Rifle
Range in Stewart Stadium, finishing
third with 6121 points to the
Mountaineers' gold and blue squads.
who scored totals of 6227 and 6168,
respectively.
The foursome representing MSU at
the national championship includes
Stone, lryt Chance, freshman from
LouisvilJe, Colo.; Benjie Belden, senior
from Turner, Ore.; and Diana Muth,
from Hagerstown, Md., along with
Noakes as the reserve.
Stone took fourth place individually

with an air rifle score of 387 against the
Mountaineers, while Chance returned
from an infection to shoot a team·high
mark of 1155 in the srnallbore division,
good enough for ninth in the individual
standings.
Chance did not compete against
Kentucky and Xavier Feb. 15 in
Lexington, where the Racers placed
third with a 60S8 aggregate effort. The
Wildcats beat out the Musketeers 61596151 to take their home match.
Belden claimed team honors by finishing third in the individual air rifle rankings at Lexington with a 387, and Muth
responded with a showing of 1142 in
smallbore, placing her in the ninth spot
individually.
Belden thinks that the absence of
Cline should not detract too much from
the team's competitiveness, both in spirit as well as in shooting.
"There are about six of us who could
have combined for a good team score,"
Belden said. "Even without John,
there's enough potential."

Lady Racers miss OVC after 77-72 loss
BY MIKE 0HSTROM
ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

With a 77-72 defeat to
Tennessee-Martin
Monday
night in Racer Arena, the
Murray State University women's basketball team narrowly
missed qualifying for the Ohio
Valley
,
Conference
Tournament, held this weekend in Nashville, Tenn.
While having three freshmen
in his three-guard lineup, head
coach Eddie Fields and the
Lady Racers (5-21 overall, 3-13
in OVC) almost earned the last
playoff berth in the tourney
bracket. It would have been the
second-year coach's first trip to
the conference tournament.
Still, Fields is pleased with
his team's late-season resurgence after a 10-game losing
streak and early injuries to key
players. However, Fields hopes
that his young squad has realized what they have to do to get
over the top, starting with the
offseason.
"Physically, we lift, but
maybe we took it for granted
this year," Fields said. "We had

all these new kids who never
lifted before and who didn't
know how physical the game
can be."
Stephaine Minor, sophomore
forward from Madisonville, finished up a brilliant year with
her 16th double-double, scoring
21 points and grabbing 18
rebounds in a losing cause.
Despite foul trouble in the
second half, Minor dominated
the lane as she locked up an
OVC rebounding title as the
only league player to average
double figures in scoring and
rebounding.
Minor s~d the team's lack of
experience hurt them at the
end of close games in recent
weeks, but thinks that her
teammates will continue to
improve with time.
"I don't think the record
shows how good our team is,"
Minor said. "At the last part of
the season, we did a lot of
things.
"If everybody works hard this
summer, we'll be a whole lot
better. We'll have more experience and we won't make the
mistakes we did this year."

As a sports writer and a
fan of Murray State men's
basketball, I'll be the first
one to admit that I was skeptical of the ,....-----,
Racer's SPORTS
chances of
repeating TALK
as regular- 1-----....o1
s e a s o n ScoTT
champions NANNEY'
of the Ohio .....__ _ _ __.
Valley Conference.
After being swept by
Tennessee State and after
back-to-hack
losses
to
Eastern Kentucky and
Morehead State during the
OVC's "Death Valley• trip, 1
was convinced that this
group of Racers was not as
solid a team as in years past.
But once again I was
forced to eat my own words
when the Racers proved
their mettle by grabbing a
share of the OVC title with
five consecutive wins to close
out the regular season.
Looking back, I should not
be surprised at the turnaround this club has made.
Ever since this group took
the floor in late November, it
bas been faced with adversity. Before the flrst shot went
through the hoop at Racer
Arena, the squad was pressured into unfair comparisons to its predecessors.
Comparisons were specifically made to the 1991-92
Murray State club under
then first-year head coach
Scott Edgar and led by cur- I·
rent Dallas Maverick Popeye
Jones.
Another pitfall occurred
when the Racers lost junior
guard Larry Johnson for the
season due to an injury.
Johnson, a junior college
transfer
from
Odessa
Community College, was
supposed to play a big role in
the MSU offense.
Without realizing, I and
many other Racer faithful
were expecting too much too
soon from a young team who
hardly even knew one another, much less played together.
Much of the credit for the
turnaround should go to
Edgar, who motivated a frustrated club after three consecutive losses that put the
Racers in fifth place in the
league standings.
Another plus for the
Racers has been the play of
junior center Quennon
Echols, who has stepped up
to be a force inside and will
be a big key to Murray
State's fortunes in the conference tournament.
Senior guard William
Moore and junior guard
Vincent Rainey have also
provided much needed leadership. for this young squad
while freshman forward
Matt Harris would make my
all-hustle team any day.
But no one should forget
the contributions of the
Racers all-everything guard
Marcus Brown, who could
make the worst team in the
nation look like a good one.
This is why the Racers will
be a tough team to beat in
the conference tournament.
One that could walk away
with a trophy and an NCAA
Tournament berth.
After everything is said
and done, this could be one
of Murray State's finest basketball teams and it could
be Scott Edgar's best performance as head coach of the
Racers.
1

Jud Cook/Photo Editor

Head coach Eddie Fields shouts out Instructions to his offense as the Murray State University wom·
en's basketball team breaks Tennessee·Martln's full-court press Monday night in Racer Arena.
Despite having three freshmen In the starting five, the lady Racers barely missed taking a trip this
weekend to Nashville, Tenn•• for the Ohio Valley Conference Tournament, faiHng in the closing
minutes to the lady Pacers 17-72.
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Cheerleaders ready for national competition
BY T OM KIMMEL
WaiT Ell

ST AFr

1995 ·cheerleading Squad

The Racer cheerleaders will
be the first squad from Murray
State University to compete at
the Universal Cheerleading
Association's national championships April S at DisneyWorld
in Orlando, Fla.
The Racers were selected to
compete based on a video they
sent to the UCA office in
Memphis, Tenn. All entries
were considered, and 16 were
chosen from each division to be
in the national competition.
Cheerleadirtg sponsor Mike
Young is in his eighth year with
the program. In that time, the
Racers have entered the meet
six times with impressive
results.
Each time they have entered,
the squad has placed in t he top
20, three times in the top 10.
However, in previous years,
only' the top four squads went
to the national competition.
MSU is seeded lOth for this
season's meet.
"We have missed qualifying
by one squad twice," Young
said. "This year we got over the
hump."
All competitors will execute a
two-minute, 45-second routine
which can have no more than
one minute and 45 seconds of
music.
The routine will be judged on

.Here's a list of the 1994-1995 Varsity .
Cheerleading Squad:
"·
·
Ginger Adams/Junior
Jason Miller/Senior
· Chris Powelless/Senior
Jodi FlannagantJuniot
Miranda Niles/Junior
Bubba Rust/Senior
Meena Shams/Junior
Nick Winsett/Senior ·
Heather Hudson/Junior
Mickey Hill/Junior
~aneia Meacham/Junior . Tobi Winn/Sophomore .
Ellen SweatVJunior
Brandon Vaughn/Soph.
Stacy Moss/Sophomore
Justin Williams/Freshman
Michelle Ross/Sophomore Kevin Carr/Freshman
Lai V~leF:~tine/Sophomore. Shea-Archer/Freshman ,.
<

Chad E. Holder/Graphic Editor

Jud Cook/Photo Editor

Member$ of the Murray State cheerleadln1 squad pose for t he camera after Monday night•s win
over UT-Martin. The cheerleadln1 team wfll compete at the national championships next month.

a variety of criteria including
difficulty, gymnastics, crowd
score and cheering.
~owe have the talent and the
capability to win," said co-cap·
tain Jason Miller, senior from
Marion, Ill. "It is all going to
come down to us. If we go out
there and do the things we are
capable of, we can win ."
'

The competition will be taped
and played throughout the year
on ESPN, but co-captain Meena
Shams, junior from Bardstown,
does not anticipate the cameras
posing a problem.
"None of us have ever been to
the national competition so we
are all nervous, but we have
been on camera before," Shams

said. "No one should be camer ashy."
,
Young is proud of his squad,
and believes that they deserve
more credit than they h ave
received.
"This is a big thing in the
world of cheerleading," he said.
"This for us is like the NCAA
tournament for basketball."

The varsity squad has 21
members, but competition rules
allow just 14 competitors.
"I can only compete with 14;"
Young said. "But we would not
have made it this far without
the other seven."
The Racers devoted much
time to making the video that
they used to qualify.
Pr actices th at lasted until
m idnight were common. And
now that they need a new routine, even longer practices loom
ahead.
"It takes a lot of t ime," Young
said. "The kids have worked
very h ard and deserve a lot of
cr-edit."
"I am real proud of us as a
squad," Miller said. "All of the

women were with the squad
last year, but only one of us
guys was and for that many
guys to come in and improve as
we have is tremendous."
Some of the other schools in
the Racer's division that made
the national competition are
Wright State, North Carolina·
Wilmington,' Alabama, at
Birmingham and Morehead
State, who is ranked No. 1.
"We are shooting to be in the
top three," Young said. "We feel
pretty good about our chances."
Young has the squad's sights
set on a reasonably achievable
goal, but Miller is looking a little higher.
..1 will be disappointed if we
do not win," he said.

Track teams conclude indoor season at MTSU
STAFF REPORT·

The Murray State University men's
and women's track teams fmished
their indoor season last weekend at
the Ohio Valley Conference Track and
Field Championships at Middle
Tennessee State University in
Murfreesboo, Tenn.
The Racers finished with 64 points,
which was good for a fourth-place finish, 89 points behind champion
Southeast Missouri State. The Lady

Racers tallied 36 points to take sixth
place.
"Our kids really got after it, but we
came up shor t," said head coach
Wayne Pate.
Once again the men were led by
Jason McKinney, freshman from
Georgetown, Dl., who finished second
in the mile and third in the 3000
meters. Chris Barber, senior from
Cape Girardeau, Mo., and Greg
Deaves, senior from Crestwood, also
performed well for the Racers. Deaves

placed third in the shot put while
Barber placed third in the triple jump
and the high jump.
"' was happy with how I performed
in the high jump, as I just started that
this year," Barber said. "But I was
pretty disappointed in the triple jump.
It is normally my best event and I am
struggling."
The Lady Racers were led by
Charmaine Thomas, freshman from
St. John•s, Antigua, who was thiid in
the mile and second in the 800 meters.

BURGER OF THE MONTH

aeoD L

Felicia Ford, junior from Cape
Girardeau, Mo., also scored for the
Lady Racers, finishing third in the 400
m eters.
"I should have won the 800,"
Thomas said. "I r an the mile about 45
minutes before th e 800 and I was a little tired."
While the teams finished in
respectable places, they are not happy
with their standi~.
"Everybody went out and did the
best that they could do," Barber said.

Pi Kappa Alpha
(jamma .91£pfia Pfedge class
Will Bryan
Todd Collignon
Chad Cox
Jamie Dunn
· cky Erickson
Jeff Evans
David Farris
B
lin

'

IT'S A GOOD TIME
FOR THE GREAT TASTE

I

EVl!lBYDAY

All movies
3 for $6.60

Keep for 2 days

d

dman
od
Cory Holt
Clay McElya
Ryan Rice
Shane Smith
Chris Snarr
Jason Swinny
Chris Thorn
Mark Turner

Monday· Thursda.y
10 a.m. - 10 p.m.
Frlda.y - Saturda.y
10 a.m. - 11 p.m .
Sunda.y
noon - 10 p.m.

SPECIALS

"But I do not think anybody would be
happy with a fourth place finish."
Both teams are off until the outdoor
season begins March 24.
"Our kids competed aggressively
and we are hoping it carries over to
the outdoor season," Pate said.
Both teams are looking forward to
the outdoor season, but Thomas has a
more specific goal in mind.
"I am looking forward to catching
that girl that beat me in the 800," she
said.

J
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Rodeo team rides rough roa~, Sports
takes fourth at Michigan State Notebook
BY MIKE 0HSTROM

ASSISTANT SI'OitTS EDITOR

Murray State University's
rodeo team survived a six-inch
• snowstorm and a 700-miJe road
trip to East Lansing. Mich.,
where the Racers placed fourth
in the team competition of the
Michigan State University
Invitational held last weekend.
Despite the limited numbers
of riders that could afford to
make 'the trek to Michigan
State, the team showed that it
will be a force to be reckoned

with in time for the national
championships, to be held in
June in Bozeman, Mont.
Ryan Pressel, sophomore
from Canal-Winchester, Ohio,
and Justin Talip, junior from
Ottawa Lake, Mich., took first
place in the long go portion of
the team roping competition.
Meanwhile, Shay Miles,
senior team president from
Anna, Ill., and Jay Sheets,
junior from Farmington, Mo.,
placed third in the short go and
in the overall standings with
their average score.

Sheets is exci_ted about the
remainder of the season, and
hopes that the team can make
it to the national rodeo.
"I think everybody's pretty
positive about it and ready to
get the seaAon started," Sheets
said. "Our team goal is to get to
Bozeman, and everybody is
ready to do what they possibly
can to get there."
Jason Paris, junior from
Smithland, took third in the
bareback riding contest, while
Sarah Bucy, senior from
Murray, made it to the finals of

the barrel racing event.
Head coach Bruce Lee is just
happy that each rider that participated returned to Murray in
one piece.
"It's tough to go up there that
far and do well," Lee said. "I'm
glad that no one got hurt, and
that's the main thing."
The Racers will rest up for a
March
17-19
at
show
Southwest Missouri State, followed by a home rodeo March
23-25 at the West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition
Center.

Tical survives Sch\Ving' s late rally to win
54-53, clinch intramural hoops division
of the game for us because we spurted out
ahead of them and caught them off-guard,"
said Slates, who scored five points and talTical won the green division of the men's lied two rebounds and two assists. "They
competitive league in Murray State were down by 10, and they had to come
University intramural basketball action back while we just tried to maintain the
with a 54-53 thriller over Schwing lead."
Wednesday in the Carr Health Building's
Gene Hall was a key figure for Tical,
North Gym.
scoring 18 points, pulling down 11 boards,
Tical avenged its Jo~s to Schwing in the grabbing five steals and passing out four
preseason bruJketball finals last fall with a assists in the victory.
second-half run before Schwing rallied
The sophomore from Chicago, Ill.,
from eight down with 25 seconds left to two stepped up his efforts inside against the
points and two foul shots with five ticks taller opposition of the Schwing team, and
remaining.
helped Tical push out to a seemingly insurTeam captain Steven Slates, senior from mountable lead by turning defensive plays
Louisville, said the opening moments of and rebounds into offensive opportunites.
the second stanza were crucial to his
"They had a big team," Hall said, "We
squad's success, as Tical struggled to a 21- used our quickness and got all over the
19 halftime lead.
court, getting steals and keeping the ball
"The first five minutes were the best part out ofthe hands of their inside players."
BY M IKE 0HSTROM

ASSISTANT SPORTS EDITOR

James Shelton, senior from Hopkin:;ville,
was the driving force for Schwing, pouring
in 12 points, collecting a game-high 13
rebounds and putting away four shots to
keep his team within strikihg distance.
With 10 seconds left in the game, Dave
McPherson, senior from Morgantown,
knocked down two free throws to pull
Schwing within two points. McPherson
proceeded to steal the inbounds pass and
was fouled, but missed the first attempt
from the line, and Tical ran out the clock.
"We just have to play as a team, and if
we do, we'll be successful no matter who we
play," said Mansell Elliam, freshman from
Hickman, of Tical's playoff hopes.
Also clinching titles were the C Runners
and Alpha Tau Omega in men's competitive action, The Hoopsters in the women's
competition and the Bombers as well as
the Bearcats in men's recreational play.

Murray
State,
University
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The Wild Crew? Steep CompetitiOn?
even go there.

Don'

So Dave, where exactly did
you have those hands last
Friday night?
The brothers of ATO would
6ketothankttle sisters of AOn
fora great mixer. Sporty's may
never be the same.

PERSONALS

PERSONALS

FOR SALE

BUSINESS SERVICES

Whll Cross, wno'sgettlng ready
for Derby? That's what I thought.
KT

So, how many boyfriends do
you have?

Mandy, do you know the station·
ary cha·cha or sweetheart shot·
tlshe?lfyoudon't,wanttoleam?
Cooter

I'm jealous. How's your car·
petedvan?

Spring Bleak! Bahamas Party
Cruise 6 days $27911ndudea
12Meala &6free pe111esl Graat
beeches & nlghtllfel A HUGE
partyl Spring Break Travel1·
80().678·6386

It's Computers offer~ the alter·
native to the campus labs.
Come to our Grand Opening
Monday 3-6 at noon or caH
753-6085. Open 24171

like to congratulate
our sister Usa Midyett on her
candlelight. Way to go Jack.
~D: would

Dan, I heard you Rke little boya.

The TequRa was smooth. the
music was hot & the birthday
spankings· weU, they were a
little too enthusiastic. Thanks
for the party, Meg. W

HeyiYou'reallmybestfrlends
that I have ever had before.
Have a wonderful Spring
Break to Buffy, Tina, Nacole,
Hannet, and all my Afrlcan·
American frtendsl A Guy In
CA

Watch Out Panama because
here we come. Phi Slgs In the
house. let's Rock.

Chad
Holder/Henry
Rollns•..TornataiTom-ah-to

Faith, looks like things are look·
lngBuckl

NOTICE

Wear sunscreen on Spring
Break or you may get burned
ghosdy.

Kimberly Lamb, the Phi Slgs
know yourtop of the class. Good
Luck student teaching.

Hey girls. Anyone up for 8
Super America sing-a-long?
KT

Teddy Bear, Thank you for the
best year and a half of my life.
You're a wonderful man. ll011e
youiAiways&Forever, Klnilerly

Pencil

Friends like you ...

Watch out DC. AMI wants
Oelby.

Choo-Choo

The
N
M~~
EWS

Florida's Spring Break
Hotspots I Cocoa9e8Ch (Near
Disney)· 27 Acre Deluxe
Beachfront Resort 7 Nights
$1591 Key west $2291 Day·
tona Beach Room with ldtchen
from$12911-800-678-6386.

Sprtng Breakl Panama CityI a
DaysOoeanvtew Room with 8
kitchen $1291 Walk to best
batsl lndudes free clscount
card wNch will eave you $1 00
on food/drinks! 1-800-6786386.

Allison Photography: For All
your Photography Needs. 10%
discountfor students. Call753·
8809.
Tuxedoandformaldlrerental.
Party dresses and shoes for all
occaslonsforsaleorrent.Come
by Mer1e Nonnan Cosmetics
and Boutique, across from
Par1(way Chrysler In Benton,
KY. 527-8899.

••
•
T h e Murray State University b&Mbal1 ~ continued its early road swing through the South with a 1-l
showing over the week, pushing their record to 3-5.
The Thoroughbreds fell to Samford I 5-6 Friday in
Birmingham, Ala., before coming from behind with two
runs in the ninth to beat Alabama-Birmingham 5-4
Saturday in Hoover, Ala. The 'Breds then traveled to
lexington to face Kentucky, who greeted MSU with a 7-5
defeat Tuesday.

·t_}

The
Murray State
News!

It will be available
next

!Jlum6k yoursdves in

THURSDAY

antl91e wi[[ lift you up.

tli£ signt of tm Lorr{,

-James 4:10
hid Ad~

63
Days

1990 Dodge caravan CN
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D iana Mu th and Quenn on Echols have been named
I· as the Racers of the Week.
Muth, a senior from Hagerstown, Md., is the female cocaptain on the Murray State University rifle team. Muth,
selected as a preseason College Sports All-Star by College
Sports magazine in the air rifle division. has expanded her
services to the smallbore competition in leading the
Murray State University rifle team to qualifying for the
NCAA Championship, held this weekend at the U.S. Naval
Academy in Annapolis, Md.
Echols, 6'11" center and junior college transfer from
Panama City,_Fla., has been a terror as the last line of
defense in the Murray State University men's basketball
team's full-court press. Echols exploded offensively in
Saturday's 96-79 road win over Austin Peay State in
Clarksville, Tenn., scoring a career-high 14 points and
pulling down seven rebounds before blocking four shots In
16 minutes of action in the Racers' I07-75 rout of '
Tennessee-Martin Monday at Racer Arena.

Don't forget

Tired of the donn or shabby
apartments? How about mov·
lng Into a brand new 2 bedroom mobile home In Hazel
KV? You can rent thla bee.uti·
fully furnished home with all
utiiUes paid forjust $34(Vmonth
Cal1492-6151
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You will need it - get it now
Join the growing number of your classmates
who stay for graduate study at Murray State
and give yourself a better opportunity for:
1.

A higher beginning salary t hat Is
compounded t hroughout your career
· Greater flexibility and more rapid
career advancement

2.

Contact your departmental graduate coordinator or
call the graduate admissions of/Ice at 762·3756 for
detalls.
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dual-sex housdents, freshing conditions
men will be
planned for all
surrounded by
Continued from Page 1
.
multiple
halls
except
11'1 choosing the college assignments for MSU studentS, several facto~ 
sex unit, will combine with potential role
Elizabeth, a sitwlll be taken Into account such as current housing and classification.
Clark Hall to form a single res- models,
as
uation
now
•Any current resident may indicate in which residence hall he or
idential college.
encountered by
opposed to one
~he wishes to liv~ and thereby choose residential coUege.
upperclass
residents
in
Upperclass housing resident
Request$ will"be honored diversification attempts'and ..,.
only
Clark,
reapportionment allow.
Richmond Hall - now a adviser in a
Regents
and
freshman unit - will house freshman hall.
White
halls,
•Each off-campus.and college courts res,ident will be randomly
upperclassmen desiring private
and just two
Hulick
assigned to a restdential college.
·
'
rooms, a function served the added
years ago by
that
•Each incoming freshman will be assigned randomly to a
past two years by White Hall. freshmen
onl~
Woods
residential
college. Roommate requests will be honored when
Richmond will be paired with halls have not
Hall residents.
possible.
.
another hall t;o form the sev- proved to aid
Hulick clari•<
Source:
MSll
News
Ree&ateh
enth residential college.
in retention.
fied
that
"If
we
can't
although
these
White Hall residents were
Chad E. Holdet'/Graphics Editor halls
are
not pleased with the relocation. determine
vidual
student
mvolvement.
termed
"coeducational,"
they
do
that this many more people are
"We don't want to live in
Diana
McGregor,
senior
from
not
match
the
label's
definition.
staying because of (freshmen
Richmond; Richmond is a
"Coeducational" implies that
halls), we've got to be open to LaCenter, visited Yale with
slum," said Mary Sammons,
Retention
Committee
memmales
and females live "togethjunior from Louisville and make some ch.anges," she said. bers. As Student Government er"- or at least closer than the
White resident. Sammons Student input
Association president, Brian MSU model proposes. Men and
claimed that White Hall, which
David Shivley, Regents Hall Van Hom' sits on the Board of women will continue to be sephas a greater capacity than
Council president, welcomes Regents, which in the fall arated by wing and/or floor,
Richmond, was full last year, so
the attempts at improvements, authorized researching the which Robertson sees as adaseveral students currently livbut questioned the lack of earli- model at the suggestion of quate segregation.
ing in upperclass private hous"It's a matter of changing
er student input, noting that President Kern Alexander.
ing will be denied that choice.
Future
student
input
will
be
some
mindsets," he said. "Just
the RHA meeting was the first
gained
through
various
smallbecause
men and women are
forum in which students were
Freshman halls
group
meetings
between
stuliving
together
doesn't mean
invited to respond to the plan.
With the conversion of
dents
and
those
involved
with
that
anything
will
go on that
If the University truly wishes
Richmond to an upperclass hall to satisfy students, "Why does- implementing the program, doesn't go on right now."
and Springer to a classification- n't the administration start a Robertson said. Incoming and
In an interview Tuesday,
integrated hall, incoming fresh- really radical approach and current students will be sur- Alexander also challenged the
men also will be denied the start to listen to students veyed to identify possible col- semantics of the feature.
option of"freshman experience" instead of railroading them into lege-sponsored activities.
"That's just an entire mishousing,
an
experience programs?" asked Shivley,
nomer as to what's going to
'Co-ed' living
Springer Hall representative senior from Owensboro.
happen here and has nothing to
Katherine Gorehem, freshman
Robertson noted that stuBecause the student populace do with these colleges,"
from Louisville, labeled as dents have been represented has not been consulted, some Alexander said. <Ufhe college
"really needed."
from the initial stages, but did RHA members said even funda- concept is likely to get all
Robertson responded that not specify how.
mental aspects of the proposal entangled into the co-ed thing
when placed in a "mixed enviThis representation was do not reflect student needs. in a conservative area here and
ronment" with upperclass stu- manifest mainly through indi- Repeatedly noted were the have opposition when it's

RHA

entirely unwarranted."

College Assignments
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KSU
Continued from Page 1
20 through a memo containing 10
orders from Gibson.
In addition to the review requirement, the memo, obtained by The
State Journal, stated there should be
"more positive news."
Other memos instructed Cullen as
to which items to print, which she
labels prior restraint.
Student Press Law Center attorney

•••

..

'•

,t'

Mike Hiestand agreed with this ass- require "review prior to the dissemiesment.
nation of any University publication."
"College newspapers are entitled to
KSU attorney Reginald Thomas
the same protection as public news- said this matter has been blown out of
papers," he said, except "that college proportion.
officials can censor if the information
"We have not sought to censor news
being printed will cause physical disstories,"
he said. "We have never been
ruptions on campus."
concerned
about the content of the
The KSU adminstration released a
newspaper.
We do have concerns
statement Feb. 16 defending itself
about
(its)
technical
parts."
against charges that its policies vioThomas said the University stands
late free·speech rights. The statement says the University is ..content by its policy and does not plan to stop
neutral" and the board does not publication.

PAGEANT

Speedy transition

Continued from Page 1

Opposition to the timing of
the plan's implementation is
warranted, said Stacy Rigg,
senior from Bellmont, Ill., and
Elizabeth Hall resident. She
suggested s lowing the process
and converting only selected
residence halls to residential
colleges this fall. Gradual
implementation would offer
students a choice between the
existing set-up and college
model, and would ease reconversion if the system fails.
"Should you go that route,"
Robertson said, "you're going to
constantly have this type of discussion. It was better to just go
ahead and do it."
Alexander also supports a
quick transition.
"Our retention is not high
and we've got to figure out
something that's new and different," he said. "We can't wait
another year and another year;
we've got to do something."
The system's success elsewhere allows for a speedy transition, Alexander said.
"We have the advantage of
experience so we don't have to
rediscover the wheel," he said,
noting that Oxford University
has operated with the model
since 1176. "All we have to do is
adapt it to Murra~ State."
This adaptation will not
involve raising student fees,
Robertson said. University
costs for future renovation and
construction have not been calculated.

contestants sold tickets to fam ily and friends, it would leave
only 50 to 60 tickets for the
general public.
Practice and set-up times
would also be limited because
of other upcoming prod~ctions
in the theater, Nesbitt said.
Nesbitt said two-thirds of the
22 contestants . voted not to
have the pageant under these
conditions .
Jessica Higdon, sponsored by
the Honors Program, said she
was disappointed, hut believes
the right decision wns made.
"The pageant is really something special and it couldn't
have been ns good as it should
have been under these circumstances," she said.
Ed West, head of Facilities
Management, said Lovett
should still open April 1.
"We're going to install a
sprinkler system and replace ·
the windows," he said, "But
that should not stop Lovett
from opening."
The new carpet and curtains,
which had been the main cause
for concern, arrived on time
and are waiting to be installed,
West said.
Although there will not be a
1995 Miss Murray State, reigning Miss Murray State, Kristin
Quint, will continue to hold the
title until another winner is
crowned next year, Morgan
said.
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.J~ ~ court ~ on prior review of college preaa publications is Antonelli v.

:Hammond (1970). Which dealt ~h cen8orlog QbsCen8 materiaf&; In Mazart.v. State (19,81 );·
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Just,Arrived New Spring Shipment of UMBRO'S®!
\ DENNISON-HUNT
~
SPORTING GOODS

UMBRO
THE SOCCER COMPANY

"EVERYTHING FOR THAT SPORT IN YOUR LIFE"
120 3 Chestnut St .

753-8844

THE SOCCER COIIPANY

HouRs: MoN - SAT 9 A.M. - 6 P.M.
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GET READY FOR
SPRING BREAK
SEE OUR GREAT SELECTION OF~

NIKE, REEBOK, UMBRO,
AND ADIDAS APPAREL.

adidas~
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